VISITING A RESEARCH GROUP FORM
Ph528 (Marcel den Nijs, GPC)

Students in this class are required to visit a research group, meet with (some of) the faculty member(s) and/or graduate student(s), and return in this form to Marcel den Nijs. You can visit any faculty member or research group, not limited to the ones who gave a presentation in class. You can go by yourself or in small groups of 2-3. At least one of the people you meet should sign this form. After your visit you answer the questions on the back of this form.

This course if followed in the Winter quarter by the requirement to sign-up for at least one credit of Phys 600 (Independent Research) with one specific faculty member. You need to ask that faculty member for permission to do so. This single credit is meant to only get your feet wet, attend the weekly research group meetings or do something similar.

– YOUR NAME:

– RESEARCH GROUP VISITED:

– NAMES AND SIGNATURES OF PEOPLE VISITED:
- WHY DID YOU SELECT THIS GROUP?

- DESCRIBE THE RESEARCH PERFORMED IN THIS GROUP:

- COMMENT ON HOW WELL YOUR VISIT WENT: